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KING FERDINAND OF RUMANIA
BY

ZSQiMBOR DE SZASZ

XI. THE MEETING IN ARAD1

O n October 31 the revolution broke out in Hungary and 
Count Michael Karolyi formed a government com
posed of Radicals and Socialists. On November 14 

the king renounced the exercise of the royal power, and two 
days later Hungary was declared a republic.

Previously, on November 3, an armistice had been con
cluded in Padua between the Allied Powers and the Monarchy 
which had left the whole territory of Hungary untouched. The 
Karolyi Government, however, maintained that the Austro- 
Hungarian Monarchy having ceased to exist, an Austro-Hun
garian delegation was not entitled to make binding agree
ments for Hungary, and on November 7 they concluded in 
Belgrade another much less favourable armistice, in terms 
of which half of Transylvania south of the river Maros 
and the entire Banat was open to Allied occupation, although, 
in accordance with the regulations of the Hague Convention, 
“ the civil administration was left in the hands of the existing 
government. “

The opening of the frontiers to foreign occupation was a 
grievous shock for the Hungarians, whose territories, except 
for a narrow strip of land in the north which the Russians 
bad held for a few weeks, had remained uninvaded during the 
whole of the war.

The attitude of the Rumanians was characteristic and 
significant.

Maniu wished the Transylvanian Rumanians to be rep
resented in Belgrade, but his delegate was prevented by

1 See previous articles under the same title in former numbers 
of this review.
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illness from taking part in the negotiations, even had he been 
allowed to do so, and the armistice was concluded without 
the accession of the Rumanians. It was, —  writes S. Stoica 
—  a very prejudicial affair for the Rumanians, because it 
maintained the Hungarian administration in Transylvania, 
thereby exposing the Rumanian population- to “Hungarian 
terrorism and vandalism” , and left the impression that the 
line of demarcation was to form the definitive frontier of 
Rumania.'

If, in the autumn of 1918, there was uncertainty 
concerning the future frontiers, it was shared, not only by the 
uninitiated Rumanians, but also by the foremost statesmen of 
Hungary.

In October Bratianu, having been re-appointed Prime 
Minister, secretly communicated to the Rumanian leaders the 
Bucharest Treaty of 1916, so that they should know what 
to expect from the future peace conference.

About the same time this treaty reached also Budapest. 
The venerable Professor B. Jancso, who during the occupa
tion of the Central Powers had been pursuing historical 
researches in Bucharest, acquired a copy of it in the early 
days of October and, realising its extreme importance, 
travelled with it to Budapest at once, taking with him also a 
proposal for the solution of the ominous Transylvanian situa
tion: this was, to concentrate Hungarian troops on the Ru
manian frontier of Transylvania and to start negotiations 
concerning the revival of the old constitution, based on the 
“union of the there nations", Magyars, Szekelys and Saxons, 
with the Rumanians added as the fourth.

Professor Jancso submitted the treaty to the Prime Mi
nister, Dr. Wekerle, and to Count Tisza. Neither of them 
believed in its authenticity, so strong was the belief in the 
necessity of maintaining intact the Hungarian State.8

By then a general state of disorder and confusion began 
to prevail.

2 S. Stoica: Juliu Maniu, p. 120.
5 I. Gagyi: Jancso Benedek Bukarestben, in the Jancso Benedek 

eralekkonyv, pp. 45— 46. —  Jancso B. A roman irredentista mozgal- 
mak tortenete, p. 455.
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During the last days of October Hungarian National 
Councils and Military Councils were being formed by the 
Radicals and Social Democrats, first in Budapest and then 
all over the country. The example was followed by the 
creation of similar Rumanian and Saxon Councils in the 
counties and towns of Transylvania.

The Hungarians did not show themselves hostile to the 
Rumanian organisations which, though they stressed the right 
of self-determination, made no mention of separatistic ten
dencies and constantly expressed the desire of maintaining 
internal order side by side with the Hungarian National 
Councils. I Pelle, a Rumanian lawyer of Nagyvarad, in an 
open letter addressed to the President of the Rumanian Na
tional Council, declared that “ he would follow them as long 
as their struggle remained that of the Rumanians of Tran
sylvania, regardless of their kinsfolk beyond the mountains".

For the rest, the Rumanian declarations and formulas 
were often couched in such ambiguous language as to admit 
of any interpretation. The curious oath taken by the members 
of the Rumanian National Guard was worded as follows: “ In 
cognizance of the duty laid upon me by the present historical 
times, I swear by God Almighty to remain faithful to the 
united Rumanian nation and shall not lift my hand against 
my Rumanian brother of whatever part the country he may 
be".

Miron Christea, Bishop of Karansebes, later Metropolitan 
Primate of Rumania, who at the time of the outbreak of the 
war with Rumania had so volubly protested his loyalty 
to the Hungarian State and the dynasty, forbade his 
clergy to pray for the ruler, bidding them to substituto for 
his name that of the Great National Council. Later in No
vember, all the Rumanian Greek Othodox and Uniate Bishops 
issued a declaration to the effect that they "stood on the 
social and Christian principle of self-determination", that 
they joined the Great Rumanian National Council, and inten
ded to work with it for the realisation of the national aspi
rations.4 5

4 B. Jancso: op. cit. p. 458.
5 /. Clopofel: Reyolutia din 1918 pp. 59— 74.
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Meanwhile the Rumanian leaders were not idle; the 
Executive Committee of the National Council, which had its 
seat in Arad, discussed from day to day the question of what 
was to be done next. On November 9 they decided, on the 
proposal of L. Goldis, to demand from the Hungarian Go
vernment the transfer to the Rumanian National Council of 
the executive power in those regions of Hungary —  twenty- 
six counties in all —  in which the Rumanians were more or 
less in a majority. If the Hungarian Government complied 
with this request, ran the communication, “we shall be able to 
guarantee the miantenance of public order and the security, 
otherwise we shall make known to our people, to the country 
at large and to the entire world, that we have been prevented 
from exercising our right of self-determination, that we shall 
abstain from all cooperation with the Hungarian authorities 
and that we accept no responsibility for anything that may 
occur, but lay that responsibiliy wholly on the shoulders of 
the Hungarian National Council."6

The Hungarian Government did not reject point-blank 
this proposal, with its veiled sophisms and open threats, whose 
tone was almost that of an ultimatum and which, if complied 
with, would have been equivalent to an immediate dismem
berment of the State, but proposed instead a discussion, 
which the Rumanians accepted. By this act the Karolyi Go
vernment recognised a revolutionary group issued from a 
minority of the subjects of the Hungarian State as equal with 
itself, the legal government of the State. From a sovereign 
body it was an impossible concession, an aberration only to 
be explained by the revolutionary times.

A  Hungarian delegation was appointed to treat with the 
Rumanians. Its members were Oscar Jaszi, a radical, who 
acted as chairman; D. Abraham, also a radical, and D. 
Bokanyi, a socialist; these three were members of the Hun
garian National Council; Professor S. Apathy, Professor B. 
Somio and the socialist A. Vincze, of the Hungarian National 
Council of Transylvania; the Saxon Dr. E. Neugeboren and 
the Suabian Dr. Strigl of the German National Council joined 
the delegation, wish was accompanied by several experts.

6 I. Clopofel: Revolutia din 1918, p. 80.
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The members of the Rumanian delegation were J. Maniu, 
L. Goldis, S. Pop-Csicso, J. Erdelyi and G. Crisan, all mem
bers of the Rumanian National Council; and three Rumanian 
socialists,, John Flueras, Jos. Jumenea and Enea Grapini.

The two outstanding members of the meeting were the 
Rumanian Juliu Maniu who was still in Vienna but due to 
arrive at any moment, and Oscar Jaszi, the Minister of 
Nationalities in the Karolyi Administration, who reached 
Arad in the morning of November 13.7 8

“Hungarian public opinion" —  writes Professor Jancso 
—  “ viewed Jaszi’s journey with great confidence, mainly 
because he was the founder of the nationalities policy of the 
new political system. Also because, by reason of his past, he 
was regarded as the most suitable person for negotiating 
with the Rumanians, since it was no secret that of all the 
Hungarian politicians who had taken up a stand in this 
question his standpoint was most closely in harmony with 
theirs. Furthermore, he was bound to them by a certain spi
r itu a l and intellectual affinity, if only because he condemned 
the nationality policy of past Hungarian governments with the 
same biassed ruthlessness as they; nor did he lack that 
instinctive hatred of the Magyar race, and the Magyar spirit 
which was an innate characteristic of the politicians of non- 
Magyar nationality".'' Jaszi was of Jewish origin.

At 11 a. m. of November 13 the two delegations met. 
After a short opening speech by Jaszi, L. Goldis, to the 
greater glory of the principle of self-determination, protested 
against the participation in the discussions of the members of 
the Hungarian and Saxon National Councils of Transylvania. 
Then came the usual complaints concerning Hungarian ter
rorism, after which Jaszi was at last allowed to deliver his 
proposals.

He started by declaring that the Hungarian Government 
aimed at finding a temporary solution until the Peace Con

7 The chief sources of the Arad meeting are to be found in the 
"Recollections of my Negotiations with the Rumanian National Com
mittee" by 0 . Jaszi (in Hungarian) and in J. Clopofel Revolufia din 
1918, pp. 81—99.

8 B. Jancso: A roman irredentista mozgalmak tortenete, p. 463.
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ference had fixed the definitive frontiers. "We, “—  he said, 
— " subscribe to the .Wilsonian principle of self-determina
tion of the peoples and we unreservedlly offer this right to 
the Rumanians. But at the same time we claim the same 
right for the other peoples of the country. We are not 
prepared to recognise a system under which the oppression of 
one people will be followed by that of another. You demand 
to have the executive power conferred on you over a territory 
inhabited by 2,900.000 Rumanians and 3,900.000 non-Ruma
nians. This is a negation of the right of self-determination. 
What we want is an organisation in which the autonomies of 
Magyars, Rumanians and Saxons exist harmoniously side 
by side."

The solution proposed by the Hungarian Government was 
to form self-governing national blocs on the pattern of the 
Swiss Eidgenossensehaften, with a central legislative organ 
and a central government for the handling of matters of com
mon interest.

The details of Jaszi's speech, of which Clopotel's book 
and Jaszi’s Memoirs give divergent versions, have no parti
cular interest for us. But the concluding sentence, in which 
the discrepancy between the two versions is most obvious, 
may be quoted for curiosity’s sake.

According to his own recollection, Jaszi finished his 
speech as follows: “ I advised the Rumanian leaders not to 
stretch the cord to breaking-point, lest there should be a 
repetition of the sad spectacle witnessed in Belgrade, where 
the Allied Generals were not a whit better than the sword- 
rattling Hindenburgs and Ludendorffs. I drew their attention 
to the terrible social and economic situation of Central Europe 
and pointed out that the spirit of inhumanity and injustice 
only serves to srengthen those currents which, by destroying 
the framework of the existing States, would deliver the whole 
of Europe to the dictatorship of the Soldiers's and Workmen's 
Councils.”

According to Clopotel the concluding sentences ran thus: 
"The conclusion of the future peace rests in the hands not 
of the Fochs and other generals who, as we saw in Belgrade, 
no wise differ from the warlike Hindenburgs and Ludendorffs,
6
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but of the Soldiers' and Workmen's Councils. In the face 
of the promises made by some of the Powers to Czech and 
other imperialisms, the Soviet Republic will remain neutral. 
It is the latter who will decide the peace and not the 
Powers of Czech and other imperialisms, the Soviet Republic 
will remain neutral. It is the latter who will decide the peace 
and not the imperialists wih their sword.”

Jaszi was followed by Bokanyi, the Hungarian socialist, 
who spoke in a markedly sharp and inimical tone. He said 
that the Hungarian workmen would support Jaszi's proposals 
with all the weight of the Internationale.

Seeing that Maniu had not yet arrived, the Rumanian 
delegates begged for the suspension of the discussions, and 
the next meeting was fixed for the 15th., two days hence. 
In the mean time two other Rumanians, Aurel Lazar and 
Aurel Vlad arrived and joined their own delegation.

The 15th. proved a critical day for the Rumanians.
In the early morning of that day they gathered in the 

house of Pop-Csicso to deliberate over the answer to be 
given to Jaszi. Of this meeting we have a description from  
the pen of Victor Hotaran, a member of the Soldiers’ Council.

“ In the morning of November 16 I went to the house 
of M. Pop-Csicso, where we received Jaszi's message that 
Maniu was still in Budapest but that he, Jaszi, must leave 
and that he begged for an answer by 10 o'clock.

“The news evidently depressed Goldis and Pop-Csicso 
very much. They retired to the next room to prepare their 
answer. I remained outside with Colonel Brandusa. Soon 
Goldis appeared with a piece of paper in his hand and to 
our question he replied that he was going to take the answer 
to Jaszi.

“ ‘We have accepted Jaszi’s proposal', he said, in some 
confusion.

“ I was thunderstruck.

* Jaszi's Recollections were first printed in December 1921 in 
the Hungarian paper Napkelet, which appeared in Kolozsvar when that 
town was already under Rumanian domination. Clopfel's work was 
published in 1926.
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“ ‘How can that be?' I asked. ‘Yesterday we decided 
otherwise!'

"Goldis tried to convince me that Jaszi's proposal was 
subject to the decision of the Peace Conference, that we 
must protect the Rumanians from the fury of the Magyars, etc.

"I was terribly upset. I saw the danger which threatened. 
If we Rumanians, now we were free, chose of our own will 
to remain under the Hungarian yoke, we were lost: the 
union would never materialise. I attacked him insolently. 
Brandusa supported me with force. At last Goldis ceded.

“ ‘Well,’ he asked thoughtfully, —  ‘what shall we do?'
“ I took pen and paper and standing by a table wrote 

an answer in which we refused Jaszi's proposal and laid all 
the responsibility on the Hungarian Government. A few 
minutes later Goldis came into the room and he consented 
to revise their decision. We sat down to discuss the matter. 
Ten o'clock was near and Jaszi sent for his ansver.

At the decisive moment Maniu arrived as a deus ex 
machina. He had refused to use the special train which the 
Hungarian Government had placed at his disposal and had 
come by an ordinary train. He decided in favour of a refusal, 
the situation was saved. We flung the gauntlet, and the fate 
of Hungary was sealed.” 10

In the reply drawn up under such circumstances, the 
Rumanians declared that they regarded Jaszi's proposals as 
a refusal of the Rumanian demands on the part of the 
Hungarian Government. "The Rumanian nation of Transylvania 
claims complete independence and will not allow this right 
to be obscured by provisional measures. . . They recognise 
the right of the Peace Conference (!!) to fix the definitive 
frontiers of the State demanded by the Rumanian nation and 
undertake to guarantee the Wilsonian principles concerning 
the minorities of the country and to secure the free develop
ment of each of these peoples.”

10 “ Cum a fost impiedicat d. Coldly sa hotarasca menfinerea 
Ardealului in granifele Ungariei", article in the Cuvantul, December 10, 
1926. A  similar tale is told by Dr. John Erdelyi, subsequently Ruma
nian Minister in Budapest, in an interview granted to the Rumanian 
paper Patria December 15, 1926.
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The reply was presented at the morning conference. The 
Rumanian standpoint was now clear enough. After a few 
remarks by Jaszi, the Rumanian A. Vlad and the Transylva
nian Magyar A. Vincze spoke in succession. They were 
followed by the Hungarian socialist Bokanyi, who once 
again sharply questioned the historic right to Transylvania 
set up by the Rumanians, and the legitimacy of their 
pretensions. Then came Maniu’s turn.

“The Rumanians", he said, “ demand their own sovereign 
State. They demand that their national State and national 
sovereignty shall be realised everywhere in Hungary and 
Transylvania where Rumanians live. Transylvania and the 
limitrophe Rumanian regions of Hungary form a unitary 
Rumanian territory which we regard as a Rumanian State, 
while securing, of course, the complete national, political and 
cultural freedom of the other peoples. We do not wish to 
change from oppressed into oppressors, but we cannot allow 
the dismemberment of the Rumanian territories. The question 
is simple: as a sovereign nation, we demand all the attributes 
of sovereignty."

Professor Apathy spoke after Maniu and was followed 
by Dr. Neugeboren who expressed the belief that the 
Rumanian demands meant “ the death of the Hungarian 
nation.”

Jaszi did not throw up the sponge at once. He 
again submitted the offer of the Hungarian Government, 
arranged in eleven points: a seat for the Rumanian delegate 
in the Hungarian Government, carrying out of the Nationa
lities Law, etc.

The offer was refused.
Thereupon Jaszi acknowledged the failure of the 

conference and —  as we learn from Rumanian sources — 
asked stupidly, wringing his hands” , what was the ultimate 

demand of the Rumanians?11
“Complete separation", was Maniu's reply.
Jaszi left the room and immediately travelled back to 

Budapest.
In the background, forgotten by the Rumanians, loomed

9
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the Belgrade armistice, providing for a demarcation-line and 
a Hungarian administration. But when E. Garami, one of 
Karolyi's Ministers, mentioned this to I. Erdelyi, the 
Rumanian Minister in Budapest, this astute diplomat's answer 
was: „My dear Minister, are you really so naive as to 
imagine that we shall respect it for a moment?"

(To be continued.)

JO



CULTURAL RAPPROCHEMENT 
BETWEEN HUNGARY AND SLOVAKIA

BY
LOUIS JOCSIK

Often in the history of the relations between peoples 
and nations it has happened that a rapprochement 
has come into being between them in the field of 

culture notwithstanding their being separated politically by 
real or imaginary obstacles. We need not cite examples from 
history, though we could adduce cases familiar to every one 
in support of the statement. In the relations between Hungary 
and Slovakia and between the Hungarian and Slovak peoples 
respectively we are at present witnessing a similar develop
ment. In the field of politics —-  so it would seem —  the 
desires for a rapprochement and a reciprocal understanding 
still meet with difficulties; while at the same time both 
Parties are displaying the frankest intentions to induce a 
reciprocal understanding in the Held of culture — and in 
particular in that of literature.

A month ago there appeared in Slovakia an anthology 
containing Slovak translations of works by the most eminent 
Hungarian poets. The publication of this anthology was 
inspired by the desire to acquaint the younger generation of 
Slovaks with the beauties of Hungarian lyrical poetry. The 
anthology had been compiled by Slovak writers and poets 
belonging to the older generation from translations of their 
own. This generation was brought up in the atmosphere of 
the Hungary of pre-War days (i. e. of the days prior to the 
first Great War), and a mastery of the Hungarian language 
had made it familiar with the treasures of Hungarian culture. 
The younger generation of Slovaks educated in Czecho
slovakia are however unfamiliar with Hungarian, that State 
(Czechoslovakia) having artificially fostered an antagonism 
between the two peoples and endeavoured to bring about a 
complete spiritual rupture between Slovaks and Magyars.

11
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Though not embracing an exhaustive collection of the Hun
garian lyrical poetry that takes its place in world-literature, 
this anthology nevertheless offers the younger generation of 
Slovaks some idea of one of the richest branches of Hun
garian intellectual life by making it accessible to them.

The anthology contains chiefly the best poems of the so- 
called “ great Hungarian lyrical generation" of pre-War days 
which had been brought up on Western culture. Ady figures 
most prominently. Next to him, both in respect of the number 
of poems translated and in point of quality, stand Julius 
Juhasz, Michael Babits, Dezso Kosztolanyi, Arpad Toth and 
Attila Jozsef. Other representatives of the "great genera
tion" now dead are Geza Gyoni and Alexander Remenyik. 
A  connecting link between the dead masters and the living 
generation of Hungarian lyrical poets is provided in the 
anthology by poems selected from the works of Louis Aprily, 
Joseph Erdelyi, Laurence Szabo, Julius Illyes, Paul Gulyas 
and Joseph Barda. Special mention should be made of the 
volume including also two poets who for twenty years shared 
the lot of the Slovaks in Czechoslovakia, —  Dezso Gyory 
and Ladislas Mecs.

The poems included in the collection have been rendered 
into Slovak by the most eminent Slovak poets and trans
lators, — Emil Boleslav Lukac, Beniak, Krcmery, Jan 
Ponican, Daniel Okali, Andrej 2arnov, Tibor Stitnicky. The 
collection was compiled by Rudolph Szalatnay and published 
by the “Elan” , the leading Slovak periodical. A preface of 
outstanding value by Emil Boleslav, Lukac the Slovak poet 
and writer, is prefixed to the anthology. From this preface 
we quote the following passages: —  “ It is a phenomenon of 
almost universal occurrence that people should run after the 
exotic. Distance beautifies and attracts. Almost involuntarily 
we are drawn towards what attracts by its distance. The 
spell of our own dreams throws a halo round the unknown 
products of remote lands. This is just about how things stand 
in literary life too. We often reach after the works of authors 
belonging to unknown nations —  or at least after the creations 
of nations with which we have never had anything in com
mon, —  of nations among whom we have never lived and 
whose system of life we are not (and never shall be) familiar.
12
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The propaganda of world-literature writers is most efficient, 
Our libraries are full of the works of international repute of 
prose-writers and poets. We quote from Villon and translate 
from Ch. L. Philippe and move with ease in the labyrinths 
of Rilke . . . But the nations living side by side must sooner 
or later find a modus vivendi, —  not in the political field 
only. Usually, despite all ephemeral antagonism, economic 
interdependence and the sense of reciprocal complementality 
is bound to clear the firmament of politics to o . . . "

Though perhaps in a condensed form, Emil Boleslav 
Lukac has nevertheless outlined the whole system of Hunga- 
rian-Slovak interdependence, He has established the fact that 
economic interdependence and the capacity to complement 
one another is bound to form in its own image political 
connections too.

This readiness to induce a rapprochement has awaked 
an echo on the Hungarian side too. Quite recently there 
appeared, from the pen of a young Hungarian historian of 
literature, a book dealing with Slovak literature. It is the 
work of Dr. Ladislas Sziklay, and was published —  under 
the title "Slovak Literature" —  by the Franklin Society, 
one of the leading Hungarian publishing firms. It has been 
received with appreciation by Slovaks too. In his book La
dislas Sziklay deals chiefly with the development of Slovak 
literature in the days when the Slovaks were still living in 
political union with the Hungarians. That symbiosis resulted 
in surprising parallels also in literature. The voices of 
Arany, Petofi etc. awoke echoes on the Slovak side. When 
Ady wrote his famous poem on "the common sorrow of 
Slav and Magyar” , he was answered in similar tones by 
Paul Hviezdoslav Orszagh, a writer of Magyar origin.

The official organs of Hungarian scholarship have also 
joined in this work of intellectual rapprochement and recip
rocal understanding. There has just appeared, as a publi
cation of the Institute of Slavonic Philology of the Budapest 
“Peter Pazmany" University of Sciences, an exhaustive study 
of the modem Slovak novel from the pen of Andrew Kovacs, 
writer and high-school teacher. As revealed by Slovak pa
pers, this work is a monograph of importance also from the 
point of view of Slovak literary history. It describes the

13
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peculiar development of the intellectual life of Slovakia, the 
literary influences and connections, the means of expression 
of literature, the change of generation and the public spirit 
in evidence in Slovak prose. The work concludes with a 
summarized balance-sheet of the Slovak novel in which the 
writer establishes the fact that,though it cannot yet be judged 
by European standards, the Slovak novel, as a reflection of 
the age and an interpreter of the situation of the people, has 
played — and is still playing — a vital role in the hundred- 
year-old literature of Slovakia.

When we inquire who the persons are who are engaged 
in this work of reciprocal understanding aiming at inducing 
a reciprocal familiarity, we discover the following facts. The 
work is being done on the Slovak side by the older generation 
of Slovaks who spent their childhood in pre-War Hungary. 
On the Hungarian side the contributors to the movement for 
a Hungarian-Slovak rapprochement in certain fields of cul
ture are recruited chiefly from the generation which at one 
time lived in Czechoslovakia. What does this mean? Evi
dently that the atmosphere of the Hungary of the days prior 
to the first Great War was not so antagonistic to the Slovaks 
as Czechoslovak propaganda alleged. For the Slovaks too 
Hungarian culture had human and European messages recal
led now by the older generation of Slovaks with feelings of 
appreciation. And the Hungarian intelligentsia once relegated 
to the position of a minority was brought nearer to the Slo
vaks, not only by the struggle against “ Czechoslovakism", but 
also by appreciation and esteem. This intelligentsia recalls 
those days, now that the adjustment of frontiers effected in 
1938 has restored it to its old homeland, with appreciation, 
and is communicating to the Hungarian people as a whole 
its experience of the values latent in Slovakdom.

14



OLDEST CULTURAL INSTITUTION OF 
SERBIANS OF HUNGARY BEGINS ITS 

ACTIVITY

by
CHARLES BALOGHY

After the battle of the Field of Blackbirds (Kossovo) the 
cultural development of the Serbian people subjected 
as a consequence to the Turkish yoke was paralysed 

for almost five centuries; and it was only in the closing 
decades of the seenteenth century that the groups of Serb
ians who had fled for refuge to foreign countries acquired 
a religious and cultural liberty resulting in the raising of 
Serbian culture to a European level. The first pioneers of 
modern Serbian literature and art were recruited from the 
ranks of those Serbians who about 1680 were settled, under 
the leadership of Arzen Tcharnoyevilch, Patriarch of Ipek, 
in the „Bacska‘ villages of the Magyars decimated by the 
Turks which here and there were completely depopulated. 
It is nearly three hundred years since the Slav peoples of 
Southern Hungary joined the community of the Magyars; and 
from that time onwards these Slav peoples have, by virtue 
of the special privileges accorded them by Hungary’s natio
nality policy, been able to continue uninterruptedly their 
development in church, economic and cultural respects alike. 
It was in Hungarian territory that the patrons of modern 
Serbian literature and culture established the first Serbian 
teachers’ training college and the first Serbian literary soc
iety; and it was the Serbians of Hungary that, in anticipation 
of all other Southern Slav peoples, founded the first Slav cul
tural institution — the “ Matica Srpska” — , institutions similar 
to which have already been established in all Slav States.

Shortly after the re-incorporation of the districts of 
Southern Hungary which have returned to the mother country 
the „Matica“ was able to begin its activity. The nationality
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elementary and secondary schools were opened; the news
papers re-appeared: and life once more became normal in 
every field. The only paper of the Serbians of the 
,,Bacska“ appearing during the Yugoslav occupation of these 
districts of Southern Hungary, again appeared under the title 
„Novo Posta“ ; and subsequently the Hungarian authorities 
permitted the publication of two other Serbian papers —  the 
„Illustrovane Novine” and the ,,Ponedeljek” . The Bunyevaci 
minority has started the publication of a paper — the Nase 
Novine — at Szabadka. In Southern Hungary there are 
functioning three Serbian secondary and many elementary 
schools, attended last year by altogether some 20,000 pupils 
of Serbian nationality. At Szabadka a Bunyevaci ,,gymnasium" 
(grammar-school) and a city school (board school) have just 
been opened. In addition, there is a Ruthenian and a Russ
ian ,, gymnasium" functioning at Ujvidek. In order to supple
ment the teaching staff of the secondary schools of the Slav 
minority, a Chair of Slavonic studies has been established in 
Szeged University. All this proves that the Hungarian Go
vernment is making a constant effort to induce a solution of 
the cultural questions of the Slav minority.

Last August, after an interval of more than two years, 
the ,,Matica Srpska" held its first committee meeting, thereby 
fully resuming its beneficial activity. This institution was 
founded in 1826 at Pest. A  group of Serbians of Pest in 1825 
started the first Serbian periodical, the ,,Letopia” , the ap
pearance of which was however very soon impeded by finan
cial difficulties. In the following year the Serbian writer, 
Jovan Hadzitch, addressed an appeal to Serbian society 
asking for support for the ,,Letopia“ . Thereupon six well-to-do 
Serbian citizens contributed 1000 florins for the support of 
the literary periodical, at the same time establishing a Serb
ian literary society called ,,Knjizsevra Zadruga" for the pur
pose of publishing Serbian books for general use. The „Leto- 
pia“  became the official organ of this society.

The activity of the Matica Srpska was extended in 1838, 
when Sebastian Thbkoly-Popovitch, the eminent Serbian Mae
cenas, presented his famous college, the ,,Th6kolianum", to 
the Matica. Until 1861 the seat of the Matica was at Pest; 
in 1864 it was transferred to Ujvidek. From that period on-
16
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wards the official organ of the Matica, the „Letopia“ , appear
ed six times a year. The revenue of this institution was con
siderably increased by endowments made by well-to-do citi
zens of Serbian nationality. The original object of the Matica 
was the protection of the Serbian nationality and the advance 
of its culture, though primarily the awakening of its racial 
consciousness. The institution in addition set itself the object 
of arranging literary soirees and concerts and of publishing 
and propagating respectively works of general use and 
belletristic works. It is still carrying on activity in this field, 
supported by the very conciliatory attitude of the Hungarian 
Government.

The first committee meeting of the Matica Srpska held 
in August was attended by the governmental commissioner, 
Paul Balia, Deputy Under-Secretary-of-State, who addressed 
the meeting in a speech in which he gave a retrospective sur
vey of Hungarian-Serbian cultural co-operation. He told his 
audience that after the brief interval due to the exceptional 
conditions in force the Hungarian Government had again 
given permission for the society to continue functioning, that 
being a concrete manifestation of its desire to pursue a policy 
of understanding towards the non-Magyar nationalities. The 
non-Magyar citizens living within the territor of the country 
— he said —  were entitled to a free cultivation and propa
gation of their languages and ethnic cultures. This natural 
right of the non-Magyar nationalities had always been 
acknowledged and ensured by the Magyars. That this was 
the case, was proved sufficiently by the long past (117 years) 
of the Matica and by the very considerable increase of its 
wealth and cultural achievements; but it was proved most 
pregnantly of all by the circumstance that the so-called voi
vode ship — to quote the words of the famous Serbian histor
ian, Stanoje Staroyovitch —  had since the eighteenth century 
been the cradle of Serbian culture, while the town of Ujvidek 
had been able to figure as the Athens of the Serbians. In con
clusion the governmental commissionar invoked God's bless
ing on and prayed for God's guidance of the activity of the 
Matica.

Paul Balia's speech was replied to by Alexander Mocs, 
President of the Matica. He stressed that the Matica, which
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had in the past maintained the closest connections with the 
literary and scientific life of the Magyars, would in the future 
too follow the same course. He then emphasized the fact that 
already in the pre-occupation period the Matica had main
tained intimate connections with the Petofi and Kisfaludy 
Societies, as also with the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 
They had exchanged publications, that showing that the co
operation in this respect was of a most intimate character. In 
conclusion the President declared that in its activity the 
Matica was guided by the same spirit as that reflected in the 
words spoken by the governmental commissioner.

18



SECOND ANNIVERSARY OF FORMATION 
OF NEDITCH GOVERNMENT

BY

IMRE PROKOPY

I t was on August 30th., 1941, that General Milan Neditch, 
Serbian Prime Minister, formed his Government. On 
August 29th. last, on the ocasion of the second anniver

sary of its formation, the Belgrade radio offered a survey 
of that Government's two years of activity. The country 
was in a state of chaos when the Neditch Government took 
it over, there being at the time no public security and no 
food available. Already in July the enemies of the country 
and of public order had begun to assemble in the forests, 
There was need of reconstruction everywhere; and this work 
so pregnant with responsibility has not yet been completed. 
It is true, indeed, that there is tranquillity and order in 
the greater part of the country; but there are still in places 
obstacles to public order and public security.

The Neditch Government has done yeoman service in 
providing those who have fled for refuge to the territory of 
the country with relief and opportunities of labour. After the 
collapse of Yugoslavia refugees in particular from the dist
ricts of Southern Serbia and Croatia arrived in large num
bers in the considerably shrunken territory of Serbia proper 
in order to begin a new life there. Grave difficulties were 
experienced by the Serbian Government in connection with 
the work of providing for the prisoners of war in Germany 
and Italy. The Belgrade broadcast also informed us that in 
the summer of 1941 Serbian skilled labourers and agricultur
ists began to report themselves for voluntary work in Ger
many. At present there are 60,000 Serbian labourers working 
in Germany; these have during the course of two years sent 
home to their dependants in Serbia altogether some
115,000,000 dinars.

The Government is devoting special attention to the
19
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question of popular education; for in Yugoslavia that matter 
has been handled in a very misguided fashion. The Go
vernment has displayed a very vigorous activity in an attempt 
to overcome illiteracy, having established popular reading- 
rooms and libraries in the villages. The Government is fully 
aware that it has not yet overcome all the obstacles; but it 
also knows that it is only uniting all Serbs that it will be 
possible to ensure the Serbian people and the Serbian State 
the place appointed for them by fate in the New Europe 
( “ Delvideki Magyarsag” , August 31st., 1943).

Two days later, on August 31st., at a popular assembly 
at Kragujevac, Premier Neditch made a speech in which he 
reviewed the two years of activity of his Government and its 
efforts on behalf of the Serbian people. In the first place he 
declared that in times of trial the Serbians always looked to 
the Sumadia, which had played an important role in the 
struggles for liberty of that people (that is why, in Serbian 
history, the Sumadia figures as the “ Serbian Piemont”). He 
then told his audience that he had taken over the country 
at a most critical juncture, when the very existence of the 
people had been threatened, not only by the grave consequ
ences of a lost war, but also by the horrors of civil war. In 
a few months, however, the Government had succeeded in 
exterminating the Red Pest in the towns and villages of the 
country. “ Irrespectively of the results achieved by my Go
vernment in its work for the salvation of the nation” — the 
Premier continued — “ I am quite prepared to appear before 
a popular tribunal and to report to that tribunal on all that 
has been done by me in these days of trial. 1 demand, howe
ver, that those too who are responsible for having plunged 
the Serbians into this grave situation, should be summoned 
before the same popular tribunal to render an account of 
their actions. The Serbian people listened to me, thereby 
making possible the cultivation of the soil and the ensuring 
of the people’s food supplies. In the future too this will only 
be possible if we preserve internal order and tranquillity. 
Boundless havoc has been caused by those who withdrew to 
the forests and mountains refusing to listen to my warning. 
Had they taken my advice, it would have been far easier to 
overthrow the Communist monster. Unfortunately there are 
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still people in Serbia who dream of insurrection and rebellion. 
We cannot, however, improve or change our situation by 
reckless procedure —  still less by armed force. Our best 
weapon is wisdom and composure. It is in no wise in the 
interest of the Serbian people to act as the cat’s-paw of 
foreigners. No one is entitled to recklessly blay a game of 
change with the destiny of the people, —  least of all those 
who allow themselves to be influenced by Moscow or Lon
don".

In the concluding part of his speech General Neditch 
warned his hearers against a resuscitation of Yugoslavia, a 
State-formation which had brought nothing but trouble and 
catastrophe on the Serbian people. What must be established 
instead was a Serbian federal peasant-State, in which the 
decisive role would be played by the coice and the will of 
the peasantry and which was the only truly Serbian path 
leading to the prosperity and welfare of the nation. ( “ Donau- 
zeitung’ , September 1st,. 1943).

Serious warnings similar in tenor to that given by Pre
mier Neditch were uttered at popular assemblies held in the 
middle of September at Shabatz and Pozharevatz. At Shabatz 
the capital of the so-called “Macsva” district, which in 1941 
was subjected for a time to the horrors of a reign of Red 
Terror that cost the lives of tens of thousands, Deputy 
Srdanovitch inter alia made the following statements: — “We 
are not prepared to shed any more Serbian blood in vain. 
Those who are now hiding in the forests do not represent the 
Serbian people. In case of need we shall all take up arms 
against these subversive elements in defence of the Serbian 
people and the Serbian State” . According to the Mayor of 
Shabatz, M. Gyurkovitch, the Serbian agriculturists of the 
“ Macsva" district have never been and never will be Com
munists. The only means of ensuring the life of the Serbian 
people is Serbian unity and the maintenance of discipline.

At Pozharevatz, which also suffered grievously from the 
depredations of the partisans, the speakers declared that the 
Serbians would never again renounce their independence. 
They would never again pursue wandering fires; and what 
they wanted was, not a resuscitation of the mosaic-State 
called “Yugoslavia” , but a homogeneous Serbian State, which
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alone could ensure the Serbian people a better and peaceful 
existence. In conclusion, the speakers spoke in terms of 
appreciation of the activity of the Premier, General Neditch, 
who was the real leader of the Serbians and whose appeal — 
enunciated by him at Kragujevac —  must find an echo in 
the heart of every patriotic Serbian. ( “ Delvideki Magyar- 
sag” , September 16th., 1943).

All these statesments prove that the insurrection so often 
spoken of already as liquidated has not yet come to an end 
and that indeed —- particularly as a result of the latest de
velopments on the southern front —  it threatens to burst into 
fresh flame; they prove also that the vast majority of the 
Serbians have turned their backs on the Yugoslav State-idea 
and desire to continue their national life within the frame
work of a unitary Serbian State, if possible, in a “ Greater 
Serbia".
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ARTICLE BY EUGENE GHYCZY, HUNGARIAN 
FOREIGN MINISTER, IN SEPTEMBER 

ISSUE OF “HUNGARIAN LIFE" PARTY ORGAN

In his article the Foreign Minister — inter alia — makes 
the following statements.

“ On St. Stephen's Day we celebrated our greatest 
national festival during one of the most trying periods of 
our history. The war that has been raging for four years 
has reached a decisive phase. During the coming months 
the fate of Europe —  and of Hungary too — will be 
decided. As true Christians, we pray in pious devotion to 
Our Saint and as Hungarians ask our first King for guidance 
— that King whose creation is still a living reality and 
whose example is still a living obligation.

“The festival of St. Stephen is not merely a day of 
commemoration, but a day of faith and confidence too, — 
of faith and confidence in God's Providence, in the power 
and the mission of the Magyars and in that spirit of sacri
fice which through the vicissitudes of ten centuries ensured 
the Magyars an independent, sovereign State life and their 
national and ethnic survival. Today it would appear
peculiarly opportune to cite the words of Count Julius
Andrassy, the great foreign politician and historian, who
declared that the greatest achievement of Magyardom is
that it has survived. In days of peaceful development this 
statement may perhaps have sounded pessimistically; in 
days of trial, however, we may derive from it confidence 
and resolution, for it contains in quintessence the result of 
the struggles and crises of ten centuries.

"The means of survival is self-defence, -— the defence 
of the nation’s moral and physical attributes, of its interests, 
of its traditional order based upon liberty and of its terri
tory. That is therefore our first and chief duty today, as 
also the highest aim of our foreign policy. In the world 
elemental forces are in conflict; and the stake and the risk
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of the great peoples differs from that of the small nations. 
The small nations — Hungary too —  are fighting for their 
own existence, for their political independence and for their 
social welfare, — in a word, for themselves and for all that 
by divine and human law is their due. Our swords are today 
too serving the cause of the Cross and of law.

“The course followed by Hungarian policy is not that 
of conquest, but of self-defence. Hungary was not pursuing 
a policy of conquest when she enforced her claim to what 
she regarded as her own property; nor was she inspired by 
any intention or hope of acquiring territories belonging to 
others when events compelled her to abandon the state of 
non-belligerency and take up arms for self-defence. Now 
too she is only defending herself, when collecting all her 
forces within her frontiers, waiting in armed preparedness 
to see what new tasks will be imposed upon her by the 
situation.

“ The war has so far left Hungary untouched; a rapid 
development of events or an enexpected turn in the situa
tion, however, may bring the war nearer to our frontiers; 
and then every single Hungarian will be called upon to 
make the utmost efforts for the defence of our State inde
pendence, our national inheritance, and our territory, — 
to make the greatest efforts, but at the same time to show 
the greatest discipline, seeing that the laws of self-main
tenance, national honour and the logic of life admit no 
exceptions.

"St. Stephen, however, has another lesson for us too. 
After the age of adventures in foreign countries which cost 
us so much blood was over, St. Stephen determined the 
definitive principles guiding the activity of Magyardom 
within the Carpathian Basin. In his Instructions (Last Will 
and Testament) addressed to his son St. Imre he laid down 
fundamental principles still in force today relative to the 
peaceful symbiosis of the peoples of so many different 
tongues in the sign of the Cross and in conformity with the 
order of law and equity.

"Providence has made the Carpathian Basin the home 
of various nations, imposing upon them many common 
interests and many common duties. The principal common 
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interest is our common destiny and the fact —  which may 
not so far have been fully realized —  that neither of the 
nations or States can prosper if the others are visited with 
misfortune. And the principal duty is unconditional respect 
for the dictates of humanity and for one another’s rights, 
—  the practical enforcement of the “ suum cuique” principle. 
W e are neighbours; the obligation incidental thereto must 
be undertaken by us as a historical heritage, for —  even if 
we would — we could not change the situation. The external 
forms of this symbiosis may change; but the symbiosis and 
the fact of our interdependence will remain unaltered. And 
of that fact we must take the consequences. Historical 
periods are always pregnant with risks. It would be folly 
to believe that Hungary will be able to pass without risk 
or trials through the crises of the war to a just peace; 
but it would be an act of irresponsibility to go in search of 
risks and sacrifices. Francis Deak said that for our father- 
land we must stake everything except that fatherland itself. 
The duty incumbent upon the present generation of Hun
garians is therefore the same as that which devolved upon 
all previous generations, —  the duty of maintaning and 
safeguarding by hard labour, common efforts and, if 
necessary, common sacrifice too, the work of St. Stephen, 
the thousand-year-old Christian Hungarian State, that it 
may continue to live in the sign of the Cross and in the 
order of law and equity, and to fulfil its duties to itself and 
to the great family of the Christian peoples of Europe.”
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HUNGARIAN TRANSYLVANIA AT WORK

A ministerial rescript of paramount importance has 
just been received by the Szeklerland Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry; it has as its object the 

furtherance of the interests of tradesmen and artisans 
desirous to establish independent existences or to ex
pand their already existing businesses or plants. The 
Central Corporation of Hungarian Banking Companies has 
decided to initiate a credit action within the framework of 
which it will place at the disposal of M em ber-Institutes  
operating in the territory subject to the jurisdiction of the 
Szeklerland Chamber of Com m erce and Industry extra
ordinary re-discount credit to the amount of 20.000.000  
Pengb. Two lines of credit have been fixed for the purpose. 
Within the framework of the first line loans are obtainable 
of amounts not to exceed 10.000 pengo in any one case, 
and within that of the second line individual loans not 
exceeding 5000 pengo may be granted without bank security.

Great importance attaches, from the point of view of 
the supply of goods to the villages in North Transylvania 
and more particularly of the protection of the Magyars 
living in that region, to the circumstance that the Transyl
vanian branch of the “ H angya” Co-operative Society is 
building a warehouse equipped with up-to-date storage 
facilities and cellars which, with its prem ises suitable for the 
storage of other goods, is to ensure the supply of commodities 
to the village co-operatives of K olozs, Szilagy and Szolnok- 
doboka Counties. The work of construction is in full swing; 
and the new warehouse will in all probability begin opera
tions already in the autumn, replacing the limited facilities 
of the storehouse of the Kolozsvar branch hitherto available. 
Equal importance attaches, from the point of view of the 
village population, also to the establishment at Szekely- 
udvarhely of a plant for the manufacture of fruit.

The suburban districts of K olozsvar brought into being 
during the days of Rumanian occupation w ere not supplied
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with water or provided with drains, the result being that 
today many ot the suburban streets of that city have neither 
drains nor water supply, a circumstance which is by no 
means a matter of indifference to the inhabitants of the 
city from the point of view of public hygiene. The Hunga
rian authorities now functioning in K olozsvar are anxious 
to make up for the omissions of the past and have drafted 
a far-reaching scheme for the provision of a proper water 
supply and of drains which is estimated to cost 6.5 million 
pengo. The work of carrying the far-reaching scheme of 
investments into effect was begun already last March; for 
the present it is proposed  to supply 31 streets with ad
equate sewerage, the length of the drain-pipes to be 6576  
m etres and the cost involved som e 500.000 pengo.

The survey and natural gas exploration inspectorate 
established by the Hungarian Ministry for Agriculture is 
working full steam ahead in various parts of Transylvania, 
— e. g. also* in the confines of townships barely 20 kilometres 
distant from Nagyvarad. At the end of last week the 
boring operations had reached a depth of 13.050 metres; 
from that depth natural gas has issued forth with a pres
sure of 120 atmospheres. Everything points to the presence  
here of rich deposits of natural gas. A  plan has been seriously  
put forward for utilizing the abundant supplies of natural gas 
in the town of Nagyvarad.

On June 22nd., the Transylvanian Inspectorate of the 
Ministry for Agriculture entered the third year of its 
activity. During its activity in Transylvania this Inspectorate 
has settled at once by direct intervention an enormous 
number of questions, having thus rendered serious and ef
fectual assistance to the farmers of the eight counties of that 
province.

This Inspectorate functioning under the direction of Baron 
Daniel Banffy, Minister for Agriculture, and Dr. William Ba- 
logh, ministerial councillor, has made a special point of estab
lishing as direct contacts as possible with the farming com
munity of Transylvania and has ensured the necessary 
connections through the medium and with the co-operation 
of the local organs of the Department of Agriculture, the 
representative body of Transylvanian agrarians, the Tran
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sylvanian Hungarian Agricultural Association and the co 
operative societies. It has endeavoured to tackle in good 
time the economic questions arising periodically, to study 
them and obtain a thorough knowledge of them, and to take 
all the necessary measures possible on its own initiative and 
without delay. All questions outside its sphere of authority 
have been referred at once to the Ministry, where all mat
ters of interest to the Transylvanian farming community 
have certainly been taken in hand with particular care.

In this way the agricultural administration has not ap
peared to the farmers as being some official apparatus 
working at a remote distance; for the Ministry has always 
been present in its representative, the Inspectorate, and 
farmers have had opportunities galore to convince them
selves that this institution is their most potent supporter and 
their most powerful advocate.

The Inspectorate has endeavoured to promote in Tran
sylvania a more up-to-date system of husbandry, doing so 
by the establishment of a station for the improvement of 
seeds, by the organization of farms for the production of 
surplus supplies of seeds, by the improvement of pastures, 
the purchase of brood animals, the organization of animal 
hygiene, the furtherance of the building of silos, model 
stables, maize-drying barns and manure dumps; it has dealt 
with all kinds of questions of any importance, its activity 
including also the manysided schemes for the encourage
ment of fruit-growing.

More important than anything else, is the enormous 
work being done by the Inspectorate in the field of profes
sional education; today it has functioning under its aegis 
in Transylvania —  apart from an Agricultural College — 
2 secondary agricultural schools and several lower-grade 
professional schools; so far it has arranged 70 three-months’ 
courses in agriculture (attended by altogether 2570 stu
dents), as welt as 36 itinerant courses in household economy, 
which latter have so far been attended by 521 students. In 
addition, it has provided technical courses embracing prac
tically every branch of agrarian cultivation for the purpose 
of increasing the number of farmers possessing an up-to- 
date training. This sphere of activity of the Inspectorate
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promises to produce results far surpassing the finest so far 
achieved.

And the work of the Transylvanian Inspectorate of the 
Ministry for Agriculture is nevertheless by no means 
isolated from the global agricultural policy of the country; 
for it constitutes an organic part of that policy and is 
dovetailed closely into the general scheme of the same. It 
is indubitable, however, that the Inspectorate functioning 
with Dr. William Balogh, ministerial councillor, at its head 
would never have been able to achieve these results had not 
the Minister for Agriculture, Baron Daniel Banffy, taken a 
peculiarly personal interest in the cause of the Transylva
nian farmers, and had not the Minister had the co-operation 
of men of eminent qualities working —  often anonymously, 
but all the more effectively — in the Transylvanian network 
of the Department of Agriculture.

Intensive work is being done also to improve the cul
tural standard of the population of North Transylvania. 
The Magyars living in the villages in the immediate and 
outlying environs of Kolozsvar are — culturally speaking 
— in a rather backward state. They have not at their 
disposal the intellectual and cultural assets indispensable 
to enable them to be the standard-bearers of Magyar na
tional consciousness in their surroundings. The greatest 
reserves of the national forces are those latent in the popu
lations of the villages; the younger generations of villagers 
must have their culture and their national consciousness re
inforced, and must be enabled to acquire also the economic 
knowledge with the help of which they will find it easier 
to support themselves and their families in the given condi
tions of their respective villages.

It was these considerations that inspired the municipal 
authorities of Kolozsvar to decide to establish a People’s 
College. At a general meeting held recently the Municipal 
Council approved the relevant plans, designating the site 
{Teglas-utca 11.) to be appropriated for the building of the 
College.

The Ministry of Education is contributing to the cost 
of establishing and equipping the People's College an annual 
grant of 10.000 pengo, undertaking also to provide the salary
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of the Head Teacher. The amount still required — 20.000 
pengo — may be secured by the sums provided by the com
petent county organs of the National Family Welfare 
Foundation in lieu of the schoolfees and board and lodging 
costs of the students to be delegated from among the 
members of deserving families with many children. The 
cost of building and equipping the People's College is esti
mated to amount to 280.000 pengo. A beginning will shortly 
be made with the work of building; thereby the Capital of 
Transylvania will be the proud possessor of another cultural 
institution of prime importance.

The “Fairy Car” of the Cultural Association of the 
Magyars of Transylvania is also continuing its popular 
education tour of the villages. Recently the Car visited the 
villages of Alsozsuk, Apahida, Szamosfalva and Nadas- 
szentmihaly. The villagers everywhere received the cinema 
shows with enthusiastic delight and industriously attended 
the cultural and informatory lectures arranged in connec
tion therewith.

On May 26th. the “ Fairy Car” started on a tour in Maros
torda County, visiting in turn the villages in the county and 
arranging there too cinema shows and lectures. On this 
occasion 17 branches were established in Marostorda County. 
Several members of the Central Management also took part 
in the Marostorda County tour; they then called on the 
leaders of the social unions of the Counties of Udvarhely 
and Marostorda, discussing with them the question of the 
organization of the Cultural Association (popularly known 
as the “EMKE” ).

And the work of organization of the “EMKE” is in 
any case in full swing everywhere in the country. The 
organization activity is at present most intensive in Szilagy 
and Besztercenaszod Counties.

The “EMKE” is shortly to establish branches also at 
Nagyvarad and Kecskemet.

The work of organizing “EMKE” libraries all over 
Transylvania is also proceeding vigorously. Before long 
there will be “EMKE” libraries in 16 villages in Szi
lagy County. Libraries provided by the "EMKE" will 
shortly be set up also in Csik and Besztercenaszod Counties
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to serve as a further means of advancing the cultural 
interests of the villages.

Of the provincial branch committees, that of Csik 
County has the finest record, having since its organisation 
arranged 140 lectures in no fewer than 40 villages in the 
County. This branch committee is now preparing to arrange 
a ceremony in commemoration of the “Honved” Colonel 
Alexander Gall; on this occasion a memorial tablet placed 
on the house in which this gallant soldier of the Hungarian 
War of Independence (1848— 49) was born, is to be unveiled 
at Csikszentgyorgy.

Dr. Bela Kovrig, Lord Rector of the “ Francis J oseph ” 
U niversity of K olozsvar, has just announced the realiza
tion of a schem e of far-reaching importance. H e recently  
made a statem ent to the effect that the U niversity had 
succeeded in realizing the schem e for the organization of 
summer courses (extra-m ural university extension lectures) 
in Kolozsvar. The realization of this schem e denotes a 
further stage in the work being done b y  K olozsvar University  
ever since the liberation of Transylvania for the purpose of 
raising the standard of intellectual life in that province. 
The statement made by the Rector runs as follows: —

“The University of Transylvania, apart from fulfilling 
its original task and mission, is fully conscious of its 
importance from the point of view of the national policy 
and is conscientiously doing its duty. This is what has 
actuated it, notwithstanding the war conditions, to arrange 
summer courses this year — for the first time. The university 
extension lectures will cover the period from July 1st. to 
July 15th. and will be given in the spacious assembly and 
concert halls of the “ King Matthias” Student Hostel, which 
in summer are agreeably cool.

‘‘The primary subject of all the lectures will be M agyar 
Transylvania. This object will be served by everything 
connected with the courses, — by the intellectual work, the 
visit to Korosfo, the tours in Szeklerland arranged for pur
poses of study, the sporting festivals and competititons to 
be held every afternoon. —  the object, namely, of revealing 
the spirit and soul, the natural beauties, the economic 
peculiarities and the physical forces of Transylvania.
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“On July 1st. there will be a solemn inauguration, 
which will naturally, owing to the war conditions now 
prevailing, not be held amid very festive surroundings. 
Speeches will be made on this occasion by the Rector and 
by Louis Kelemen, director of the archives, who will discuss 
the history of Kolozsvar, and by Lieut. General vitez 
Aloysius Beldi, head of the Hungarian youth sporting 
organizations, who will discuss the deeper significance of 
the sporting events to be held within the framework of the 
summer courses.

"Where the subject allows of that being done, the 
lectures will be illustrated with lantern slides. These 
lectures will afford the audiences an opportunity of familia
rizing themselves with the land of Transylvania, with its 
natural treasures, and with its flora and fauna, with the 
history of Transylvania (including the most ancient period), 
with the events of the periods of the migration of the peoples 
and of the Magyar Conquest bearing upon the history of 
Transylvania, with the social structure of Transylvania, its 
nationalities and its Magyar ethnography. Learned church
men will expound the role played and the cultural work 
done in Transylvania by the Roman Catholic, Reformed, 
Unitarian and Evangelical Churches respectively. Eminent 
authorities will discuss the Hungarian literature, art and 
theatre of Transylvania, and will explain and give descrip
tions of forestry and agricultural conditions in Transylvania, 
the possibilities of industrialization, the peculiar institutions 
of Szekler law, the characteristic quackery —  not without 
interest ethnographically — of the village “wise women” 
or fortune-tellers, as also the sports of hunting and fishing 
in Transylvania.

"The sporting events —  as already noted — will be 
introduced by a speech by Lieut-General “ vitez” Aloysius 
Beldi; while, apart from the interest taken in the physical 
performances of those taking part in the competitions, 
particular interest will attach to the addresses on questions 
of youth sport to be given by the heads of the National 
Central Sport Board.

“Every afternoon, and on Sundays, there will be 
outstanding sporting events arranged within the framework
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of the summer courses. The representative team of the 
Hungarian universities and colleges, for instance, is to play 
a match against the football team representing the town of 
Kolozsvar; there are to be basket-ball matches between the 
provincial universities, an athletic meeting in which the 
athletes of Debrecen, Szeged and Kolozsvar are taking part 
in an inter-university competition, sword and foils contests 
between Debrecen and Kolozsvar Universities, shooting 
contests and a university lawn-tennis tournament. All these 
events are to take place in the University Sports Park. One 
of the week-ends the students are to make an excursion 
(of ethnographical interest) to Kordsfo; while to wind up 
the summer courses, on July 15th., those students who send 
in their names will be taken for a week's tour in Szeklerland 
(at greatly reduced rates) to be conducted by professors.

"T h e  University and all its institutions are making 
considerable material sacrifices to enable students —  on 
exceptionally reduced terms —  to familiarize themselves 
thoroughly with the Transylvanian Capital and with M agyar  
Transylvania. Those taking part will be able to improve 
their knowledge and at the same time to obtain mental and  
physical recreation in the botanical gardens (famed all over 
Europe), sport parks and refreshing groves of K olozsvar.”
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IMPORTANT STATEMENTS BY M. KERESZTES-FISCHER, 
MINISTER FOR HOME AFFAIRS, DURING TOUR 

OF "BACSKA"
On August 31st. and September 1st., M. Francis Keresztes- 

Fischer, Minister for Home Affairs, visited the re-incorporated 
“Bacska” region of Southern Hungary. At Szabadka he made 
a speech in which he stressed that the Danube Valley was 
inhabited by small but self-consoious nations unable to live inde
pendently of one another. The “Bacska” was a reflection in 
miniature of this situation. There too self-conscious nationalities 
were living veritably interwoven with one another; there were 
no means whatsoever of separating them from one another: for 
even were we to entertain some idea of transfer by resettle
ment, that would not lead to any real change in the situa
tion. These peoples are interdependent; and they cannot be 
torn asunder by any human or legal means. A natural conse
quence of this state of things is that our first duty is to ensure 
sincere understanding and a peaceful symbiosis with other 
nationalities, — on the basis of equality of rights and status. 
He — the Minister — was delighted to see that at Szabadka 
there was such a firm understanding between the various natio
nalities.

At Zenta the Minister for Home Affairs declared that 
officials were required to adjust everyone’s affairs irrespective 
of nationality and in accordance with the principles of justice 
and equity. At Obecse the Minister noted that the only possible 
guiding principle of Hungarian policy was a recognition of 
individual rights and an enforcement of justice and understand
ing. This did not however mean that the Magyars were not 
entitled to claim leadership. He felt convinced that the Serbians 
understood the meaning of the manifesto of the Magyars pro
claiming a gospel of justice and affection. When the Minister 
had finished his speech, the Greek Oriental Rural Dean, Ivan 
Jelcsity, made a solemn vow asseverating the loyalty of the 
Serbians and requested the Hungarian Government to look upon 
the honest Serbian inhabitants of the country as loyal citizens 
of Hungary.

At Zombor the Minister for Home Affairs begged both the 
Magyars and the other nationalities to forget their mutual grie
vances and indeed to suppress every feeling of vengeance, howe
ver legitimate that feeling might appear; for it was only by
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such a spirit that peace, tranquillity and prosperity could be 
ensured. On the same occasion Joseph Vesselovszky stressed 
the loyalty of the Bunyevaci people to the Magyars; Simon 
Tapavica adding a similar protestation on behalf of the Ser
bians. The Minister expressed his pleasure at what had been 
said, adding the hope that it would be possible, through the 
medium of the Serbians of Hungary, to lay the foundations of 
an understanding with the neighbouring Serbian people. The 
Minister declared, further, that he would under all circumstances 
make every one alike maintain the legal order, adding that the 
inhabitants of the district had in fact had an opportunity to 
experience that after the upheavals in evidence at the outset the 
authorities had succeeded in creating a state of consolidation. 
He realized that it was impossible from one day to the other 
to accommodate oneself to the new conditions; but it was 
possible and necessary, by the aid of the requisite understanding, 
to train the younger generations to accept the new situation.

At Ujvidek — in reply to addresses of welcome on behalf 
of the local Serbian, Slovak and Shokaz nationalities — the 
Minister expressed his pleasure at the conditions he had found 
prevailing in the district, mentioning them as an example of 
how antagonisms could — and must — be eliminated and fric
tion avoided by the aid of tolerance. Then, in reply to the 
spokesman of the Germans, the Minister assured the Volksbund 
that the provisions of the treaties concluded by the Hungarian 
Government for the benefit of the Germans living in Hungary 
would be faithfully observed, and added that what he had to 
ask of the Germans was only that they should continue to 
work in a spirit of affection for the good of their Hungarian 
homeland.

MINISTER BeLA LUKACS ADVOCATES NATIONALITY 
UNDERSTANDING

The ceremony of unveiling the state of the late, vitez 
Stephen Horthy de Nagybanya, Deputy Regent of Hungary, at 
Zenta among brilliant surroundings, the commemorative procee
dings being accompanied with an impressive solemnity and a 
spirit of devoted reverence for the memory of the Great Decea
sed. The Hungarian Government was represented at the cere
mony by Minister Bela Lukacs, who delivered the following 
inaugural address; —

"The safeguarding and further development of the State
building and political qualities of the Hungarian nation is due 
primarily to those great Hungarians — pre-eminent figures in our 
national life — who have incorporated and irradiated the eternal 
qualities of the Hungarian mind. Today we stand reverently 
before the figure of vitez Stephen Horthy, recalling him to mind;
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for he too embodied those spiritual qualities which are given 
only to a few, — those qualities which shine with such brilliance 
upon us from the centuries of Hungarian history.”

Minister Bela Lukacs them spoke of the co-operation be
tween the Magyars and the non-Magyar nationalities: —

"There may have been frictions” — he said —, a and diffe
rences of opinion between the peoples living here; often they 
have inflicted grievous wounds one another: but all this fades 
into insignificance when compared with the great achievements 
due to those peoples’ co-operation, to their joint sacrifices and 
to their common creative work.

“The wheel of the ship of Hungary’s destiny is in the hands 
of His Serene Highness, our Regent. Today the name Horthy 
is the embodiment of our Hungarian destiny, the focus of our 
national aims and duties. This name is written today in letters 
of gold, not only on magnificent institutions and on the eminent 
results achieved during his long rule over the country, but also 
in every Hungarian soul, — shining in the eyes of every Hun
garian, wanning the heart of every Hungarian and encour
aging every effort to relieve and assist; for that name is the 
sacred symbol of the Hungarian life of today and the greatest 
pledge of our future.

"Hungary did not undertake the initiative in any of the 
struggles now being waged. Nor is it in our power to influence 
the decisive events. All that we can endeavour to do is to save 
intact the Hungarian idea and bring it in triumph through the 
storm of destruction now raging, safeguarding it amid the conflict 
of ideas and interests and the inferno of hatred through which 
we are now passing, and to preserve our independent, national 
Hungarian State. We desire to be the “primus inter pares” people 
in this part of Europe, in which for a thousand years we fulfilled 
a historical mission entitling us to exist.

“We have at all times reduced to their real value all those 
ideas, conceptions and aims the waves of which have swept 
over the Hungarian frontiers from without. Our racial sobriety 
and the eternal realism of the Hungarian mind have at all times 
saved us from dangerous oscillations, from indulgence in intol
erance towards other peoples and from the excesses of political 
fashion. Our national self-consciousness, our self-respect and our 
peculiar Magyar individuality has for that reason been enabled 
to remain intact amid the great crises of our history and in the 
face of dangerous endeavours to absorb us. The development of 
the peoples of other tongues living among us, — the survival 
of their languages and their racial customs —, proves that, just 
as we have not allowed ourselves to be fused in the boiling melting- 
pot of European history, we have never endeavoured either to 
forcibly absorb or annihilate the peoples living in symbiosis 
with us. It is in the name and by right of this sober Magyar
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conduct of ours that we Hungarians desire today also — as at 
all times in the past — to be given the place and the possibil
ities of existence in Europe which we have deserved.

"The chief result of the bloody struggles now being waged 
in the world with is that of the new ideas and conceptions 
produced during past centuries — of the socio-political and 
economic theories advanced — only those will survive the uti
lity, truth and human value of which is realized by manking after 
all delusive show and the speciousness of catchwords and propa
ganda has worn off. We have always been opposed to every 
dangerous excess and to every destructive idea."

M. ANTHONY ULLEIN-REVICZKY PROTESTS AGAINST 
CHANGE OF FEUDALISM

Last Saturday the Frankenburg Literary Circle arranged a 
soiree as one of the items of the programme of the Sopron Labour 
Week: on this ocassion M. Anthony Ullein-Reviczky, Minister 
Plenipotentiary and Envoy Extraordinary, delivered an address 
which was received with great enthusiasm and in which he made 
the following statements: —

“When last year, at Milan, I gave a lecture on the Latinity 
of Hungary” , — he said — "I mentioned Sopron and told the 
Milan public that the Sopron students do not need books to 
teach them archaeology, and that all they have to do is to make 
a tour of the town and look at the Roman remains of Scarabantia, 
— and that they are just as much at home in the ancient Roman 
city as they are in the modern centre of culture of today. Every 
native of Sopron is proud to know that from Roman days on
wards the city has played a distinguished role in all periods, the 
citizens of Sopron having always been to the fore in culture. 
But the chief reason why one is proud of being a native of 
Sopron is that that city bears the grandest title a Hungarian 
town can be given, — the title of Civitas Fidelissima. Sopron 
made the greatest sacrifice and rendered the most signal service 
that is humanly passible when her citizens went to the polling 
booths — Magyars and Germans alike — and recorded, courage
ously and unfalteringly, their allegiance to their millennial home
land. But that Hungarian homeland deserved this expression of 
loyalty; for there are few countries in the world which have 
offered and still offer so much to all of their sons —  really and 
truly without respect of language or race — as this Hungarian 
homeland of ours. There was a time when to be Hungarian 
meant to identify oneself with certain ideas of liberty. This was 
that assimilation so much spoken of whch has so often been 
thrown in our teeth in foreign countries. It was the Hungarian 
ideas of liberty that served as the magnet attracting people of 
different race to us; however, if we ask whether Magyardom 
gained numerically by this assimilation, we may safely say that on
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the contrary Magyardom lost by the process. In respect of the 
lower classes Magyardom lost enormously in favour of the 
peoples of the neighbouring countries. Only the upper classes 
gained.

"Living among foreigners, we are compelled almost daily to 
take up the cudgels on behalf of our Hungarian homeland. Not 
only are we compelled to express our allegiance to that home
land, but we have to defend it almost daily against attacks un
justly made against it.

"I will mention just a few of the things to be heard every 
day: one of these is the charge that Hungary is a feudal country. 
This charge has become almost second nature with certain 
foreigners. One cannot conceive where this fallacy originated 
from: for Hungary has never been a feudal country. The second 
charge being hurled unceasingly at our heads is that Hungary 
is the home of a caste-system, — that in Hungary' the lower 
classes are unable to make headway or rise to higher positions- 
I myself, who am living in the public life of Hungary, would ask 
where those cliques are which are supposed to be bleeding us? 
It is untrue that in Hungary the lower classes are unable to 
make any headway: for in Hungary every one is perfectly well 
able to rise from the lowest rank to the highest. We are told, 
further, that in the field of politics we are conjuncture-mongers 
and self-interested and endeavour to swim with the tide. Hun
garian history is giving evidence that the Hungarian nation has 
never adjusted itself to conjunctures. When the Magyars embra
ced Christianity, in the days of St. Stephen, it was not the 
advantages offered by Christianty that they had in mind. The 
House of Arpad in the course of a single century gave the 
Church more saints than all the other dynasties the world over. 
Magyardom had become the champion of Christianity.

"While engaged in the study of Hungarian history, a great 
French historian exclaimed: “When will Europe at last show its 
gratitude to this people for what it has done for it? And Europe’s 
gratitude — a noble gratitudle indeed! — was the Treaty of 
Trianon! But even after Trianon Magyardom was the only 
people which never wavered for a moment or allowed itself to 
be inveigled into a path of compromise. Today — and in the 
future too — there would be opportunities galore for compromise: 
shall Magyardom yield to a conjuncture now? I believe we are 
entitled to declare proudly and decidedly that we have given 
birth to ideas which render us worthy to be members of the 
community of the peoples — though small in number, never
theless great in prestige and dignity. These virtues of ours, 
which fill the pages of a thousand years of history, may, I 
believe, encourage us to hope that for at least another thousand 
years we shall be able to exist for the benefit of our beloved 
fatherland and of the whole of Europe” .
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DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENT SMALL-HOLDERS’
PARTY

On September 12th. the Independent Small-Holders’ Party 
made public the following Declaration:

"We regard and know the Hungarians to be a God-fearing 
people. During centuries of severe trial it was its faith that 
upheld this people when it was groaning under a foreign yoke 
and could only live its Magyar life and its national feelings 
really and truly within the walls of its churches. It is our wish 
to enforce the principles of Christianity everywhere in our 
public life; and we are convinced that these principles are the 
only foundations upon which the new world to be established 
after the war can be built. It goes without saying, however, 
that we repudiate those catchwords with the aid of which cer
tain individuals and tendencies in defiance of the teachings of 
Christ and of the Gospel would fain distort the real meaning 
and substance of the word Christian.

“One of the consequences of our Christian conviction is 
our belief in natural law, in an unconditional acknowledgment 
of and respect for the human rights which are the gift of God. 
It is on the basis of this conviction that we proclaim equality 
of rights for all. We proclaim that there must be no appeal 
against the eternal dictates of natural law; and that our une
quivocally democratic conviction too rests upon the principles of 
Christianity. We desire the establishment of democratic institu
tions in every field of life, — democratic parliamentarism for 
the conduct of the affairs of State and the unconditional ensur
ing of liberty, — the enforcement of democratic principles in 
the self-government of the communes, and in the life of the muni
cipalities, though also in the direction of our economic organiza
tions and institutions and in general in the whole economic life 
of the country, — in order to enable all our working elements 
to have a voice in the direction of their own affairs.

“In respect of nationalism too the real meaning and
substance of the term "national trend" as endorsed by us must
be clearly defined. Recently we have heard much of “nationalism”, 
of the co-operation and even of the fellow-feeling of the 
various nationalisms, — meanings often bordering on interna
tionalism and threatening to destroy the independent and free 
existence of the several nations. To us “national trend” or
"nationalism” means our being Hungarians, our desiring a free 
and independent Hungary in which the Hungarians shall be 
able to live their own ancient form of life (in intellectual and 
economic respects alike) without interference from any one. In 
our opinion "national trend” means also the strengthening of 
every class of the Hungarian people spiritually, culturally and 
economically alike and the admission to membership of and
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partnership in the nation of every one alike, — not only in 
respect of duties, but also in that of rights and liberty, of 
material wellbeing and of unrestricted and unimpeded possi
bilities of subsistence.

"Of the programme of the Independent Smallholders, Agri
cultural Labourers and Bourgeoisie Party based upon these 
principles we beg herewith to enunciate the pivotal theses. 
Hungary is a constitutional kingdom. The system of govern
ment of Hungary must be a parliamentary system based upon 
the principle of popular representation. We regard as indispen
sably necessary in every field of our public life the unrestricted 
enforcement of the spirit of self-government, — the uncondi
tional ensuring of the uncorrupt character of all forms of elec
tion. We desire the absolute equality of citizens of the State, 
the enforcement of the right of assembly and association 
and the liberty of the Press. We desire a foreign policy ensuring 
the independence, national character and free cultural and 
economic development of Hungary, and an army providing for 
the vigorous defence of the country. We desire a serious solu
tion of the land question, one of the greatest of our national 
problems, with a view to the ultimate adoption of the system 
of small-holdings. We regard as necessary all measures required 
to further the sound quantitative and qualitative development 
of our agrarian production, and we desire to further a continua
tion subject to satisfactory conditions of the industrialization 
of the country. We regard as indispensably necessary the restora
tion of the unrestricted freedom of our inland trade. Our agri
cultural labourers must be ensured opportunities of labour, 
humanly decent labour conditions and earnings providing them 
with the means of subsistence, and must be institutionally 
guaranteed the opportunity of having a permanent voice in the 
determination and adjustment of labour conditions and the fixing 
of wages. We desire a radical reform of our system of taxes 
and dues, to be followed by the establishment of a progressive 
system of a fair and just character without chicanery in the 
method of collection. Our system of taxation must be reformed 
by the introduction of exemption for those earning only a living 
wage. One of the most urgent tasks of the post-war future will 
be the expansion and generalization of our system of social 
insurance and the development of our popular health protec
tion system.

"The Party is not losing sight either of the grave problems 
incidental to the coming change from a state of war to a state 
of peace, having in this connection formulated two principal 
demands: —

1. "Internal order must be maintained unconditionally and 
by every possible means. Society must contribute to the main
tenance of this order by displaying sobriety and self-discipline.
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The Party desires, not merely the maintenance of formal order, 
but the ensuring of Hungarian legal order in its entirety and 
the prevention of or retaliation for any actions the perpetrators 
of which are guilty of defying the law or the spirit of legal 
order.

"And, if we add that in our conviction no effort must be 
spared to ensure peace and peaceful symbiosis with the non- 
Magyar nationalities living in Hungary and with the peoples 
of the neighbouring countries, we shall have practically ex
hausted the determination in broad outline of the aims which our 
Party has in view.”

DOUBLE PENALTIES INFLICTED IN R U M AN IA  
ON CITIZENS OF NO N-RUM ANIAN RACE

The July 28th. issue (No. 174) of the Rumanian Official 
Gazette (Monitorul Oficial) published the text of a strange Law 
(Decret-Lege). This Law (No. 490) provides for the amendment 
of the Decret-Lege of February 6th., 1941 (Of the Punishment 
of Crimes Endangering the Existence and Interests of the State) 
(Decret-lege pentru modificarea decretului-lege pentru reprimarea 
faptelor ce pun in primejdie existenta ?i interesele Statului).

The amendment in question declares that “those who 
spread false reports, who by their conduct contribute to disturb 
public order and tranquillity, or whose usual occupations are 
an offence to public morals, may be removed forcibly to places 
of residence appointed for them or interned in labour camps 
for periods of from 6 months to 2 years."

"Those who evade internment in the labour camps or 
residence in the places appointed for them or who resist the 
measures taken for the purpose, are liable to be sentenced to 
confinement (inchisoarea corecsionala) for periods of from 3 
to 5 years and to the payment of fines (amenda) of from 10.000 
to 100.000 lei.”

2. “The other agendum of importance incidental to the 
period of transition is the necessity of ensuring for that period 
the continuity of work.

“When breaches of the relevant measures are committed by 
persons of non-Rumanian origin (persoane de alia origine etnica 
decat romaneasca), they shall be liable to sentences and penal
ties double those enumerated above.”

Other provisions of the Law declare that for the period 
of their internment private and State employees shall not be 
entitled to receive their emoluments, and that the period in 
question may not be included in that taken as the basis for the 
allotment of pensions. The persons interned are required to pay 
a certain fixed sum daily for their board; and those who refuse 
to do so shall be liable to have their movables and immovables
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distrained for payment, while in the case of those who have 
no private means, the sums in question shall be deducted from 
the wages due them for their work in the labour camp.

As may be seen, the conception of "foreign origin” (alto 
origine natianalisms, — meanings often bordering on interna- 
the Rumanian penal code too. This document of Rumanian ultra- 
chauvinistic intolerance is without a parallel in the history of 
criminal law. And what does it all really mean? It means that, 
if the person spreading false rumours or disturbing public tran
quillity or outraging public morals happens to be “of non- 
Rumanian origin” , he will have inflicted on him a penalty 
double that imposed upon citizens of Rumanian origin.

We would only ask whether this measure is logical or 
psychologically justifiable? Would it not be more logical that 
Rumanian citizens of Rumanian origin should be liable to double 
penalties for committing crimes or offences against the Ru
manian State?

We are involuntarily reminded of the 1937 draft-law 
(decret-lege) presented by the Tatarescu Government in re 
national labour protection, which at the time proposed to 
devolve upon every commercial and industrial undertaking in 
Rumania the obligation to provide that 75°/o of the persons in 
their employ should be “racially of Rumanian origin.” This 
draft-law, however, which ran counter to the Rumanian Constitu
tion and to the provisions of the Minority Treaty then in force, 
was swept out of existence by the opposition of the minorities 
whose vital interests were menaced thereby, even the serious- 
minded Rumanian circles raising their voices in protest against 
the draft-law, while the petition submitted on May 8th., 1937, 
by the Magyar Party of Rumania to the League of Nations 
contributed also in large measure to prevent the Rumanian Go
vernment being able to force on undertakings the observance of 
an ethnic ratio. And we believe that the President of the Liberal 
Party of those days, Dinu Bratianu, was quite justified in de
claring, in March, 1937, when opposing the Bill in question, that 
"the situation in the annexed territories is not the result of 
development, but an inheritance from the past.” “We Rumanians", 
continued Bratianu, “must not indulge in speculative nationa
lism; and we must not either imitate or improvize judicature 
or incite." And in conclusion Dinu Bratianu said: — “In our 
country nationalism must be developed with discernment and 
resolutely, but only gradually” (Quoted form March 8th., 1937, 
issue of “Keleti Ujsag".).

Why did the drafters of the new Law inflicting double 
penalties on Rumanian citizens of non-Rumanian race in ques
tion fail to show discernment in taking to heart the points made 
by Dinu Bratianu?
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"UNDERSTANDING, FRATERNITY .. "
The annual report of the Ujvidek Royal Hungarian State 

“Gymnasium" using Serbian as the medium of instruction has 
just left the press. The report describes the events of the past 
school-year in both Hungarian and Serbian. Its introductory 
article bears the title “Understanding, Fraternity” ; and inter alia 
it contains the following passages: —

"Brethren! ....y o u  who are hastening and rushing to your 
own doom.. .  , stop and listen! Unite in understanding, in 
fraternity and in spritual peace! Grasp and hold one another's 
hands and refuse to surrender yourselves to savage passions! 
Let us show understanding for one another’s affairs; and not 
let the trifling fact that one of us professes such and such a 
faith and the other belongs to such and such a nationality, be 
the cause of antagonism. Magyars are by nature open, friendly 
and full of understanding. The Serbian people too possesses 
many similar qualities. The reciprocal influence exercised through 
many centuries has made these two brave warrior peoples re
semble one another in many points. All that is wanted here is 
to expand the foundations of our mutual interdependence.

"We, the standard-bearers of Magyar culture, have shown 
that the Serb child is just as dear to us as the Magyar. We 
educate our Serb children with the same affection; indeed, we 
have repeatedly gone farther in the meticulous care shown in 
educating the Serb children than that shown in educating our 
own, our object being to prevent any one feeling oppressed and 
to make every one realize that in this fatherland of ours we 
are all equal citizens, all eating the same bread, and that we 
all show the same firmness in defending the hearth and the soil 
on which our cradles have been rocked. . .  Not a single Serb 
child should forget that he is at home here, and that the soil 
of Hungary entombs the mortal remains of his ancestors, as it 
does those of the ancestors of the Magyars . . . ”

The annual report then gives an account of the events of 
the school-year and of the work done in the school. The main 
object in view in the field of ethical education was the implant
ing in the minds of the pupils of a self-conscious Christian 
outlook.

In their work of educating their pupils to a sense of pa
triotism the masters were inspired by the knowledge that the 
Hungarian fatherland ensures every one alike the free exercise 
of his religion and the free use of his mother-tongue, not 
differentiating between citizen and citizen and requiring in 
return only loyalty to the State and sincere allegiance. These 
ideas first broached by St. Stephen permeated every fete and 
celebration arranged during the school-year. And — to cite the 
words of the report — the emphasis laid on the brotherly
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fellow-feeling and interdependence of Magyars and Serbs has 
for its object also spiritual reconciliation.

The teaching staff of the institute comprised 27 masters. 
The number of pupils enrolled was: in the boys' department 332 
ordinary and 46 "private'' pupils and in the girls' department 
317 ordinary and 41 “private” pupils, — i. e. altogether 736 
pupils (inclusive of 87 "private'' pupils). The distribution of the 
ordinary pupils by mother-tongue was as follows: — Serbs, 600, 
Russians 13, Croatians, 10, Slovaks, 2, Ruthenians, 6, Bunyevaci, 
1, Czech, 1, Vends, 2, Jews, 8. 477 of the pupils spoke Serbian 
only, 85 Serbian and Hungarian, 40 Serbian and German, 20 
Serbian, German and Hungarian. As for the respective occupa
tions of parents, the largest proportion of the pupils were the 
children of smallholders (98), 81 being the children of trades
men, 79 the children of persons engaged in one or other of 
the professions, 72 the children of retired public employees and 
54 the children of artisans and craftsmen. The other pupils were 
the children of parents engaged in various other branches of 
occupation. The distribution of pupils by religions was as 
follows: — Greek Oriental (Orthodox), 605; Roman Catholic, 
29; Greek Catholic (Uniate), 6; Evangelical, 4; Jewish, 9.

In respect of general proficiency, in the boys’ department 
16 obtained “excellent”, 11 “first-class”, 82 “good” and 150 
"sufficient” (pass) certificates, that meaning that altogether 259 
pupils (78.5%> of the number receiving "classification”) succeeded 
in finishing their classes. In the girls’ department the number 
of "excellent” certificates was 31, that of “first-class” 21, that 
of “good” 97, and that of “sufficient" (pass) certificates 126, 
that meaning that altogether 275 pupils (87°/« of the number 
receiving "classification”) succeeded in finishing their classes.
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BULGARIA
DEVELOPMENT OF BULGARIAN INDUSTRY

The beginnings of Bulgarian industry reach right back to 
the days of Turkish occupation. At that time Bulgaria possessed 
very florishing and highly-developed handicrafts; for the Turkish 
Empire offered an extensive market for the products of those 
crafts. After the liberation of the country from Turkish domina
tion Bulgarian industry lost this market and passed through 
critical times. Now in Bulgaria there are to hand many of the 
conditions indispensable to industrial development; for, while 
on the one hand its population is industrious and skilled in 
crafts, it possesses abundant natural resources. The first measures 
for the development of industry in Bulgaria were taken in 1894, 
when an Industry Development Act was passed. The process 
of development was slow in beginning; and in 1912 the country 
possessed only 289 industrial undertakings employing altogether 
15,569 hands. The capital invested in these undertakings amounted 
to 94.9 million gold leva — a sum correspoding to 2,500 million 
paper leva. Later on the development made more rapid progress, 
the result being that by 1939 there were already 3319 plants and 
establishments employing 92,269 workers and other employees. 
The capital invested in the undertakings then amounted to more 
than 10,000 million peva. The value of the goods produced, 
which in 1911 had been only 122.5 million gold leva (i. e. 3,300 
million paper leva), had advanced by 1939 to 12,613 million leva. 
The bulk of the output consisted of the products of the textile 
and victualling industries. The value of the textile products was 
3,318 million gold leva, the number of workers employed being 
29,772; while the value of the products of the victualling and 
other agrarian industries was 5,127 million gold leva, and the 
number of workers employed 29,665.

CROATIA
CROATIA’S SUPPLIES OF TEXTILES

In respect of textile raw materials Croatia depends on 
imports, except in the case of hemp and flax. Nor is the wool 
produced in the country sufficient to cover the requirements 
of the inland market; for, owing to the absence of properly 
systematic methods of breeding, Croatian wool is of an ex
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ceptionally poor quality. Only carpets and cottage industry 
products are made of Croatian wool; that wool is not suitable 
for manufacture into finer materials. So far there have not been 
even any experiments in cotton growing in Croatia, though 
according to experts it would be possible to cultivate the cotton 
plant in the southern part of Dalmatia. Sericiculture was intro
duced prior to the first Great War; but the attempt was soon 
abandoned, seeing that it did not pay. At present endeavours 
«ire being made to neutralize the lack of raw materials by 
manufacturing substitute materials such as nettles, or lupin, and 
by extending the area sown with hemp and flax.

At the end of 1942 the textile industry of Croatia possessed 
29 spinneries operating with 96.000 spindles. There were in 
operation, further, 29 hemp-spinning establishments, 59 weaving 
mills, 2 lace factories, 6 cotton-thread factories, 6 hat factories, 
6 cotton wool factories and 5 galloon factories. The number of 
spinneries is small in comparison to that of the weaving mills, 
As a consequence Croatia is compelled to export raw materials 
to foreign countries and to re-import the same in the form of 
half-finished products. At the end of the same year (1942) the 
number of textile businesses was 12.000 — 192 of this number 
being those of wholesale merchants.

The central organization responsible for the control of the 
textile industry of Croatia is the Textile Bureau established at 
the end of 1941 in which all the textile undertakings and corpora
tions are represented — from manufacturers of raw materials 
to textile traders. This central organization has made possible 
the subjection to the control of the State of the production of 
and trade in all textile goods. No exemption from this control 
is accorded even to goods imported from foreign countries; 
and on March 7th., 1943, the coupon system previously in force 
exclusively in the towns was extended to the whole country. 
Purchasers were required to sign statements declaring that they 
had in their possession only insufficient quantities of the goods 
purchased by them. This system proved to be very slow and 
difficult to operate; so at the end of last year the "point" 
system was introduced in Croatia too. For a few weeks pending 
the adjustment of matters by the "point" system trade in textiles 
was suspended. The central textile organization, with the aid of 
the "point” system, provides for the central direction and 
thorough control of all dealings in textile goods.

HUNGARY
EXPRIMENTS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF COKE FROM

BROWN COAL
The question of the production of foundry coke from 

Hungarian brown coal has for years engaged the attention of
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industrial circles in Hungary. So far 600.000 tons of foundry 
coke have had to be imported every year from abroad for the 
purpose of securing the absolutely indispensable requirements of 
Hungarian industry. If only for considerations of currency 
policy, the problem of the conversion of Hungarian brown coal 
into coke has for some time past been under discussion by 
authoritative circles. The importance of this question is also 
thrown into relief by the fact that the success of the scheme 
would offer an opportunity for the more profitable utilization 
of the Hungarian brown coal which is so poor in calories. The 
constant experiments made for the purpose of producing foundry 
coke from Hungarian brown coal have at last been crowned 
with success. Preparations are already being made for the 
establishment of an industrial plant of adequate size for the 
conversion of Hungarian brown coal into foundry coke which is 
to employ a new process that has been thoroughly tested and 
has proved efficient.

SLOVAKIA

14,000,000 CROWNS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SLOVAK 
AGRICULTURE

At its last session the Slovak Parliament pessed a Bill pro
viding that the subsidy action for the furtherance of agrarian 
production initiated by the relevant Act of 1942 should be conti
nued in the present year too, appropriating for the purpose the 
sum of 14,000,000 crowns to be paid out as an item of extra
ordinary expenditure for the year 1943 and empowering the 
Minister of Finance to raise the amount by taking up oredit. The 
manner of appropriation is to be determined by the Minister of 
Economy acting in agreement with the Minister of Finance.

NEW SLOVAK STATE LOAN OF 500,000,000 CROWNS
The latest issue of the Slovak Official Gazette published an 

Ordinance of the Minister of Finance offering for subscription 
the third State Loan — of the amount of 500,000,000 crowns — 
issued by the Slovak Republic. In terms of the relevent Ordinance 
the Loan may be subscribed at all banking institutes in Slovakia 
between July 10th. and July 31st. The rate of issue of the Loan 
is 92%. The nominal value of the bonds is to bear interest at the 
rate of 4 1U% per annum as from August 1st., 1943. The Loan 
is being issued in denominations of 1000, 5000 and 10,000 crowns 
respectively; and each bond has attached to it a sheet containing 
20 coupons. The redemption of the Loan will begin as from 1947 
and will be completed within a period of not more than 20 years 
t>y drawings. The Minister of Finance is however empowered to 
effect the redemption by purchasing at rates below par the neces
sary number of bonds.
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RUMANIA
THE RUMANIAN STATE MAY TAKE POSSESSION OF THE 
SHARES OF JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES THE MAJORITY 

OF WHOSE SHARES ARE IN FOREIGN HANDS
An Edict (Decret-Lege) published in the latest issue of the 

Rumanian Official Gazette makes it possible for the State to 
take possession — against compensation — of certain shares and 
certificates of partnership. Those shares which are held by 
foreign nationals — in the case of joint-stock companies the 
majority of whose capital is in foreign hands or companies — 
have for five years at least to deliver 75% of their production to 
the State. The State may also take possesion of those shares 
which have been acquired with money obtained by illegal foreign 
exchanges transactions or by service to foreign interests.
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ST. GELLERT MEDICINAL BATHS AND 
HYDROPATHIC ESTABLISHMENT

Radio-active thermal springs, 47° C. Firstrate hotel 
with 260 bedrooms. Special prices for full treat
ment. Effervescent swimming-pool. Medical treat
ment. Modern equipment.
Address: Szt. Gellert-ter 1,, Budapest, XI. 
Telephone: 268-800.

RUDAS MEDICINAL BATHS AND HYDRO
PATHIC ESTABLISHMENT

Thermal pool and radium baths. Modern hydro
pathic establishment. Dietetic catering. Special 
inclusive terms. Indoors swimming-pool.
Address: Dobrentei-ter 9. Budapest.

SZECHENYI MEDICINAL BATHS
Sulphuric thermal water, 76° centigrade, springing 
from a depth of 1238 metres. Psychotherapy 
department with modern equipment.
Address: Varosliget Budapest.

DRINKING CURES
The Hungaria, Attila and Juventus radio
active springs in the Rudas Park. Splendid 
results in cases of kidney, stomach, intestine and 
gall troubles, high blood pressure and premature 
old age. Ask your doctor!


